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David Black
Canada’s “Feminist International Assistance Policy” and country “ownership”: whose ethics, for what audience?

In June of 2017, following a protracted consultation and drafting process, the Government of Canada released a new “Feminist International Assistance Policy,” designed to establish Canada as “a feminist donor and a leader in promoting the empowerment of women and girls around the world,” as a “matter of basic justice and also basic economics.” This new policy was widely praised as innovative and “game changing.” Yet the process and by which it was arrived at, and the (yet to be determined) means through which it will be implemented, raise fraught questions about whose ethical priorities are being privileged, and whether the policy will be effectively “owned” by, and respond to, the priorities of Canadian or global South partners? In short, the policy sets up a potential ethical conflict between the feminist ethics of Canadian civil society organizations, and the imperative of responding to the needs and priorities of communities and organizations in recipient countries. The process by which this prospective conflict is addressed, if not resolved, will be crucial in determining whether the policy constitutes a step towards a more responsive and just development policy, or one that is principally the basis for a self-serving narrative concerning Canadian values and virtues in the world.

John Cameron
From Global Citizenship to Cosmopolitanism and Back: Implications for Curriculum Design and Teaching

This paper will examine the implications of cosmopolitan ethical principles for curriculum design and teaching in International Development Studies and related fields such as Global Studies. The starting point for the paper is the recognition that growing numbers of universities are highlighting the concept of “global citizenship” as both a recruitment strategy and learning outcome for students. However, the concept of global citizenship as articulated by universities administrators often fails to seriously engage with the ethics of cosmopolitanism, on which ‘global citizenship’ is based (Cameron 2014). There is thus both an opportunity and a challenge to take the ethics of global citizenship / cosmopolitanism much more seriously in curriculum design and teaching – particularly within International Development Studies, Global Studies and related fields. At the same time, numerous scholars of global affairs and global ethics have argued that the increasing interconnectedness of the world requires some sort of global ethical framework. This paper explores the basic principles of cosmopolitan ethics – in particular, positive duties of assistance and negative duties to not cause harm or to benefit from the suffering of others. It then examines some of the practical implications of cosmopolitan ethical principles for course design and teaching – and reflects on experiments to design undergraduate courses from the 1st year through graduate levels based on cosmopolitan ethics. The paper puts particular emphasis on the curricular implications of “thick cosmopolitanism,” that is – the strand of cosmopolitan ethics that emphasizes negative ethical obligations to not cause harm in the context of the complex connections between the everyday lives of citizens / consumers in one part of the world and the well-being of citizens / producers in other parts of the world. The central argument of the paper is the need to move beyond simply teaching global ethics / global justice as academic subjects to operationalize the key
principles of global ethics in ways that will resonate with students in practical ways. Examples include courses that help students to develop the skills needed to fulfill negative ethical obligations to not contribute to global harms – for example, public engagement, advocacy, and holding government and corporate decision makers accountable.

Kenneth Christie and Robert J. Hanlon  
Corporate Social Responsibility in times of Populism and Human Insecurity

This paper explores the rise of populist movements in the West and their impact on the behaviour of transnational corporations. We argue such movements are contributing to business uncertainty thereby forcing industry to entrench politically sensitive policy into their social responsibility platforms. By exploiting human insecurities, populist movements have targeted some of the most marginalized groups in society including refugees and migrants. This brand of governance has motivated the business sector to publicly reject populist doctrine while advocating a continued commitment to globalization and free markets. Indeed, the rise of populism in the West is forcing multinational companies to align their business philosophy with core themes found within the human security paradigm. Drawing on recent examples in Europe and the United States, this paper shows how corporate social responsibility (CSR) has entered a new phase where business can no longer justify remaining politically-neutral if they are to protect their employees, customers and the communities in which they operate.

Jay Drydyk  
Some Current Directions in Development Ethics

Contemporary development ethics begins, practically, in popular and organizational response and resistance to apparent injustices and malfeasance in development projects, policies, and strategies. Theoretically, it is often traced back to two insights of the late Denis Goulet, first that we must distinguish between worthwhile development and undesirable maldevelopment, and second that this is an ethical, values-based distinction. Subsequent research has found that values relevant to this distinction include well-being, equity, empowerment, environmental sustainability, human rights, cultural freedom, and integrity. The presentation will be based on my forthcoming Handbook of Development Ethics (Routledge) in which nearly forty development ethicists discuss what these seven values mean for development - both globally and in nine different regions.

Alistair D. Edgar  
'Can - and should - humanitarian intervention in conflict-affected states be separated from development?'

A significant, and problematic, trend in international (military) interventions by Western states in the past two decades has been the conflation of military and humanitarian goals, actors, and intended outcomes. The securitization, and indeed the militarization, of humanitarianism in this manner has decreased or eliminated the idea and practice of recognizing 'humanitarian space' - that is, having parties to a conflict broadly recognize and respect the neutrality and therefore the safety of humanitarian organizations operating in conflict and war zones. Instead, today humanitarian actors increasingly are the first, because easiest or 'softest', targets of various sides in a war zone and as a result, they are becoming less able to function or even to be present without having their own guard forces. A dilemma facing the UN's SDG 16 which proposes the promotion of "peaceful and inclusive societies for sustainable development", is that while development may not be possible without security, the provision of security makes these same development initiatives, and those conducting them, targets for attack. How can this problem, if it is widespread, be addressed?
Linda Elmose
Ethical Dilemmas and China’s Rise: How Might Geopolitical and Epistemological Flux Open Up a Space for a New Ethical Landscape in Aid Effectiveness?

At a time when we remain uncertain about the connections between mainstream development policy and poverty reduction (Oxfam, 2017; Riddell, 2014), there never has been a more important time to rethink Development Ethics. The paper explores four recent geopolitical and epistemic trends with a view to advancing the argument that we can “find” a new space for self-conscious ethical thinking at the confluence of these interconnected developments. First, we are witnessing the decline in moral authority and leadership of the United States, alongside the advent of China and other emerging economies as “new donors”– China, South Korea, Brazil, Mexico, among others (The Guardian, 2011). Ostensibly, these non-western developing countries, themselves with a history of colonial exploitation, present a genuine conflict of values, principles and approaches to development policy and practice. Equally, the third and fourth global developments concern the Sustainable Development Goals (SGDs) and discourses on the Post-Aid World, which are democratizing the aid and development regime with new actors and alternative sources of funding. Taken as a whole, these recent global developments are important to Development Ethics in that they are introducing multiple perspectives and knowledge claims, injecting processes of democratization and burden sharing of development progress, and enhancing procedural legitimacy, or what Goulet (1971) terms “the means of the means” in development ethics.
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Marc Epprecht
Outing and Intervening: The Ethics of Engagement with the “gay debate” in Africa

Over the last three decades Africa’s so-called greatest taboo has been progressively challenged through the art and activism of African LGBTIQ themselves, and the scholarship of Western researchers. Debates have shifted over the years from whether homosexuality even existed among black Africans or was a byproduct of colonialism, whether it was a mere footnote to the broader sweep of history, the relationship of sexual minority rights to feminism, and how best to promote sexual health in a climate of growing patriotic homophobia. In the process, Western donors and solidarity groups have sought to engage the debates with vastly varying degrees of subtlety or, more commonly, clumsy, homonationalist/“queer imperialist” bossiness. The effect in some cases has been the opposite of the stated intention, most notoriously when Canada’s Minister of Foreign Affairs publicly insulted Uganda’s Speaker of Parliament and motivated her to push the Anti-Homosexuality Bill through parliament, against the wishes of her own president. In this paper, I consider some of the ethical questions posed by the tensions between traditional “cultures of discretion,” health and human rights imperatives, and the sensitivities around Western cultural or other colonialisms.
Chloe Schwenke
Universal values in practice – moral deficits within USAID development programming

The discourse on human rights within the international development practitioner community has struggled to extend beyond a legal and compliance framing, and even that is largely constrained to the cataloging of human rights abuses. The conceptualization of human rights as promoting the universal values associated with human dignity seldom finds its way into policy or programming, and with the decline in interest in human rights generally within the current American political administration, the moral dimensions of human rights are relegated even more to the periphery. As some form of compensation, a new dialogue is emerging on social inclusion, but this dialogue remains at a very early stage of definition and elaboration. Other than serving as an acknowledgment that many marginalized groups face significant levels of exclusion, stigma, humiliation, and even violence across a wide range of quality of life factors, social inclusion has yet to emerge as a framework that can reintroduce the moral and ethical components into international development theory and practice. This paper will briefly review the current state of promoting universal human rights values and principles in the context of international development practice within the United States Agency for International Development (USAID) as their programming applies to marginalized populations. It will then consider whether the concept of social inclusion offers a new and potentially more effective approach to the incorporation of important universal moral values, again in the context of programming intended to serve the interests of marginalized populations.

Chloe Schwenke – Keynote “Building Essential Bridges To Human Dignity”

This talk will first set the context by a brief “tour” of the leading ways in which foreign aid and international development are currently being framed in the United States and (quite differently) in Canada. The rhetoric of a feminist foreign policy in Canada is refreshing, although the money has yet to follow the words. On my side of the border, the unfolding implications of an “America First” foreign policy that consistently now defaults to the highly limited framing of self-interested political economy thinking and the prioritized achievement of short-term only results is deeply concerning.

In such a context, what do we do with universal moral values and the recognition of human dignity? The silence is crushing.

My talk will briefly explore the competing notions of how human dignity is being articulated by leading thinkers, and how it remains at best a rhetorical flourish among government policy makers. As a development practitioner, researcher, former government official (under Obama), and academic, I will note the nearly complete absence of any structured deliberative spaces within our institutions of governance for secular moral discourse, effectively meaning that we have no regular strategic processes by which we can give thought to the ethical implications of commitments to human dignity – and what that absence implies for the future.

Finally, I will challenge the audience to use the emerging discourse on human dignity as a means through which proactively to bridge between the highly fragmented international development community (human rights advocacy, researchers, development practitioners, humanitarian relief specialists, the government donor community, the philanthropic foundation donor community, academia, and yes - the development ethics community) to build a coalition to defend and promote the premise of human dignity.
Mitu Sengupta  
**The Sustainable Development Goals – An Evaluation**

United Nations Resolution A/RES/70/1 of 25 September 2015 – also known as ‘Transforming Our World: The 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development’ (hereon: Agenda 2030) – is much more than a typical intergovernmental agreement. It is an ethical framework that is meant to guide global development efforts for 15 years, between 2015 and 2030. Its centerpiece, the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), replaces the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs), which held sway between 2000 and 2015. Agenda 2030 was launched with the confident claim that it is a “historic decision on a comprehensive, far-reaching and people-centered set of universal and transformative goals and targets,” and that the SDGs represent a “supremely ambitious and transformational vision.”

My paper provides an assessment of the Agenda 2030’s value as an ethical framework in international development. In particular, it focuses on an analysis of the new global partnership goal, SDG-17, which is intended to be a more robust version of the paltry MDG-8, but nonetheless (as I argue) suffers from its key defect. The world’s most powerful agents – affluent states, international organizations, multinational enterprises – are once again shielded from any concrete responsibilities for achieving the SDGs when, given their wealth and influence, they ought to be taking the lead in providing the needed resources and in implementing systemic institutional reforms that will address the root causes of poverty. These needed reforms include changing the rules that encourage illicit financial outflows from developing countries or force the poorest countries to pay interest on debts accumulated by previous unaccountable leaders. Indeed, the text of SDG-17 highlights Agenda 2030’s failure to adequately address structural causes of poverty and to advocate for an equitable distribution of burdens between different global agents of development. This, when taken alongside other gaps and limitations I identify, make it difficult to accept the claim that the SDGs are “supremely ambitious and transformational,” even though they are, without doubt, an improvement upon the MDGs.

Rebecca Tiessen  
**Canada’s Feminist Foreign Policy and Gender Equality/Human Rights Commitments: Past Practice and Future Promises**

In June 2017, the Liberal government launched its first Feminist International Assistance Policy thereby setting a course for an ambitious agenda for the promotion of gender equality and women’s empowerment. A renewed commitment to human rights and gender equality became evident in the early days of the Trudeau government with a series of events that placed gender equality at the centre of national and international commitments. This paper traces the numerous steps toward a feminist foreign policy between 2015 and 2017 with attention to how this strategy diverges from previous Canadian governments. Civil society organization (CSO) reactions to these early promises of improved gender equality programming are examined, particularly in relation to peace and security efforts abroad. Feminist international relations and foreign policy scholarships have long argued for a feminist foreign policy. In this paper, the contributions of this feminist scholarship are analyzed in relation to the discursive, rhetorical and feminist policy commitments observed to date.

Rosalind Warner  
**Expanding the Ethical Community to Include the Non-Human World: Implications for International Sustainable Development Theory and Practice**

This paper will examine recent trends toward the expansion of the ethical community to include the non-human world, and the impact of this trend on international development theory and practice. The
purpose of the project is to identify and analyze patterns in law, policy, and civil society practice that have moved international actors toward recognition of non-human entities as part of the human ethical community, particularly the role of indigenous knowledge. Using the case study of the Whanganui river decision, the project will analyze the factors for success, the potential to impact further development of national and international environmental law, and the implications for international development theory and practice. Although there exists a burgeoning literature on human rights, ethics, and ecology in sustainable development, few studies to date have directly explored how changing views of the non-human world affect international development thinking and practice.
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